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Iron neck-rings characterised by "Thcir's hammer" amulets and other pendants 
are kneiwn in large numbers fre un eastern Central Sweden and the Äland 
Islands as well as from Old Rus' and adjacent areas in Eastern Europé. The 
author presents a critical survey of lhe Soviet literature on these rings and a 
detailed analysis of lhe Eastern European linds induding a comparison with the 
Scandinavian finds, C. 40 specimens without pendants are idenlilied as local 
Easlern European rings. 36 rings wilh pendants and 50 rings similar to lhe 
former rings except wilhoul pendants, are dassified as Scandinavian. A few 
finds from Staraja Ladoga anel Corodisée near Novgorod belong lo the 8lh and 
9th centuries A.D. The latesl rings belong to the 1 Ith century. Iron neck-rings 
are pagan anmlels and must have reached Eastern Europé with worshippers of 
the cult or been made for them there. 

Galina /.. Novikova, Department oj Archaeology, Historical facutty, Moscow State 
University, 119899 Moscow V-23-1. Russia. 

Iron neck-rings with "Thor 's hammers" form 
the most thoroughlv studied group of Scandi
navian pagan amulets. This is explained by the 
fatt that they are found in large numbers 
inside as well as outside Seandinavia, and thal 
they are closely related to the burial rite 
(Ström 1984, p. 127; Gräslund 1980, p. 54; 
Fechner 1967, pp. 77 f; Dubov 1970; Avdu
sin 1974, p. 77; Petruchin 1975, p. 8). 

Iron neck-rings made of a twisted four-
sided rod usually have (in northern Europé-) 
various pendants: so-called "Thor 's ham
mers" (which have given name to the whole 
group—torsbainiiiurringar), rings and spirals. 
There are also rings without pendants, howev
er. When surveying the linds from a site, Sovi
et authors have usually restricted themselves 
to mentioning an iron neck-ring as a "Scandi
navian type". The terminology has been treat
ed insufficiently in Soviet historical research, 
and this bas sometimes le-el to factual anel 
chronological mistakes. Feir example, in a lec
ture published in Russian by I. Jansson (1987, 

p .121, fig. 2) all finds of iron neck-rings were 
grouped together under the name "Thor 's 
hammer rings", which led to a considcrable 
enlargement of their distribution and lime eif 
existence. At present there is no consensus 
among the students of Old Russian antiquities 
as to whether the iron neck-rings with and 
without pendants should be grouped together 
(Fechner 1966, p. 101), or whether the latter 
rings should be treated as a separate group to 
which chronological. ethnical, ritual and so
cial interpretations concerning Thor amulets 
cannot bc applied (Dubov 1970, p. 263). 

Before t inning tei an analysis of the Thor 's 
hammer rings found in the European pari <>l 
the previous USSR, it is necessary to disc uss 
some conclusions and results reached by earli
er scholars. 

In her fundamental art ides, M. V. Fechner 
(1966; 1967) gives a detailed description and 
charae tt-i isalion of ihis sorl of neek-ornament 
which is typical of the Scandinavian countries, 
and considers its function and date in pagan 
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burials in Sweden. An undoubted merit is that 
Fechner has collected all "Old Russian" finds 
of iron neck-rings and has analysed, mappcd 
and listed them in a catalogue wilh informa
tion about where they are kept and published 
(Fechner 1967, pp. 77 f ) . Fechner pays con
sidcrable attention to the chronology of the 
iron neck-rings in northern and eastern Eu
ropé and ascribes their earliest appearance to 
south-western Seandinavia in the 9th century, 
and their widest distribution to the end of the 
1 Oth and the beginning of the l l t h centuiy 
(Fechner 1966, p. 104). In her analysis of the 
grave finds with iron neck-rings within Old 
Rus', she comes to the condusion that the 
majority belong lo tbc end of the lOth and lhe-
beginning of the 11 th century and only a few 
to the l l t h and the beginning eif tbc 12lh 
centuiy (ibidem). The author cemsidcrs this 
type eif ornament tei be imported from Seandi
navia (the majority of the finds are concen
trated along the main trade routes connecting 
the North and the East), but she also points 
out the possibility that some of them, especial
ly the latest ones, were made locally (ibidem). 

The importance of Fechner's work, ils 
many-sidedness and thorough argumentation 
must be stressed but a number of insulfic ic-n-
cies should also be pointed out. First ofall , it 
does not seem correct in my opinion to Heat 
the iron neck-rings with pendant rings and 
"hammers" as one group together with the 
neck-rings without pendants of any kind. No 
comparative characterisation of measure
ments, chronology and find-places is given. 
The cemnection of the iron neck-rings wilh 
the burial rite is completely overlooked. It is 
somewhat illogical tbat the rings wilh "ham
mers", after having been determined as be
longing to the cult of the Scandinavian thuii-
der-god Thor, are interpreted as imported 
objects in Old Rus'. It seems rash to state thal 
the female graves with iron neck-rings (with
out noting wheiher they have pendants or 
not) in eastern Europé belong lo the local 
population. There are also some inaccuracies 
in the find catalogue. 

The second work in Soviet historical re
search, directly devoted to the iron neck-
rings, is an ar t ide by I. V. Dubov (1970), 

which is basically a criticism of Fecbner's nar
row dating of these ornaments. At the begin
ning of his work the St. Petersburg author 
differentiates between three main variants of 
amulets and symbols of the god Thor: iron 
neck-rings with pendants, magnificent silver 
"hammers" from hoards, and pictures of 
Thor 's hammer on rune-stones (Dubov 1970, 
p. 262). Iron neck-rings without pendants art-, 
as mentioned earlier, treated as a separate 
group. A map is presented of all these four 
categories in northern and eastern Europé. 
Dubov pays great attention to the dating of 
the iron neck-rings with "Thor 's hammers" 
on the basis eif the Scandinavian material and 
reaches the condusion "that in Seandinavia 
this greiup existed during several centurie-s 
—from the Sth to the beginning eif the 1 Ith 
centuiy" (Dubov 1970, p. 265). He also ap
plies this condusion to the linds in the USSR 
without presenting a typologieal en chrono
logical analysis of them. 

In spite of its wide geographical grip and 
interesting collection of facts and illustra
tions, Dubov's work contains eibvious insufli-
ciendes. The earliest and latest date of the 
iron neck-rings with "hammers" in northern 
and eastern Eureipe is, in my view, not satis-
factorily discussed and not fully corroborated 
by the archaeological finds. Moreover, no 
comparative analysis of measurements, forms 
of pendants et t . is made between "Scandina
vian" and "Russian" neck-rings. Neither is 
there any comparison made between rings 
with pendants and rings without them from 
ilu- area of Old Rus'. Such an analysis would 
show that some rings differ markedly from 
other rings belonging lo the same group. The 
authoi 's study is in lätt , as far as the Old 
Russian material is concemed, restricted tei 
the finds from the Gnézdovo and Michajlov-
skoe cemeteries, which cannot be accepted as 
satisfätteny, even if the autheir is concenlrai-
ing his attention on the Scandinavian materi
al. The attribution and tbc eultie significance 
of the discussed group of amulets in the burial 
rite is also left unconsidered liv Dubov. 

Besides lhe- studies mentioned above which 
are- directly devoted i<> the- iron neck-rings, 
mention should also bc made of some works 
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by Soviet archaeologists and historians in 
which this group is discussed as part of the 
publication and analysis of a certain archaeo
logical material. These works can be divided 
into twei groups: 1) works taking up and devel
oping problems connected with the dating 
and interpretation of find complexes with 
iron neck-rings and defining the function of 
this group and its ways of distribution intei 
Rus' (Avdusin 1974, p. 78; Petruchin 1975, p. 
8; Puskina 1972, p. 94; Puskina 1981, p. 287; 
Bulkin and Nazarenko 1971, p. 15; Dubov 
1982, p. 51 ; Lebedev 1970, p. 186; Saskofskij 
1965, p. 120); 2) works only mentioning finds 
of neck-rings or fragments of neck-rings at 
certain archaeological sites and giving refer
ences to generally accepted analogies and dat
ings, usually according to M. V. Fechner (Bli-
fd 'd 1977, p. 108; Petegiric 1980, p. 156; 
Saburova & Sedova 1984, pp. 115-117; Se-
dova 1981, p. 23; Kockurkina 1989, p. 262). 

At present about 100 intact or fragmentary 
iron neck-rings witheiut pendants are known 
in the European part of the previous USSR, 
coming from burials as well as cultural layers. 
The number of neck-rings with pendants is 
36. The map Fig. 1 shows that I be iron neck-
rings are distributed from the south-eastern 
Ladoga region in Russia in the north to the 
vicinity of Cernigov and L'vov in the Ukraine 
in the south, and thal they are grouped into a 
number of areas with concentratieins of finds: 
tbc banks of the rivers Sjas', Pasa and Ojat' in 
the Ladeiga regiein, the upper Volga region 
(the oblasti of Tver' and Jaroslavl), the vicinity 
of Moscow, the Volchov and the Dnepr. 

It sheiuld be pointed eiut that the majority 
of finds originate from graves. Only 25 speci
mens from nine settlements are known. 
Among these are six towns and gorodisca (for
tified sites; Staraja Ladeiga, Novgorod, Goro
disce near Novgorod, Sarskoe gorodisce, Su-
prutskoe gorodisce and the Central gorodisce 
in Gnézdovo) and four unfortified settlements 
(Timerévo, Gnézdovo, Ves' and Vaulino). The 
neck-rings are normally fragmentary. 

The map distinguishes between sites that 
have yielded iron neck-rings with "hammers" 
and sites that have yielded iron neck-rings 
withoul pcndanis. Il is interesting that the 

latter rings have been found on all sites 
whereas neck-rings with "hammers" in intact 
or fragmentary state are only known from 
nine sites: from the grave-mounds at Galicno 
and Vachrusevo in the Ladoga region, from 
Staraja Ladoga, Gorodisce near Novgorod, 
the nccropolis of Pskov, the cemeteries of 
Mic hajlovskoe, Timerévo, Gnézdovo and Ses
tovica, and the gorodisce of Gnézdovo. There 
are also finds of single, small, iron amulet 
"hammers" (appearing separately and in sets 
of miniatures) from Staraja Ladoga, Novgo
rod, Gorodisce near Novgorod, the unforti
fied settlements Nikeifskoe V in the oblast' of 
Vologda and Ves' in the oblast' of Vladimir, 
the cemetery at Gorodisce in the oblast' of 
Jaroslavl, and the cemetery and unfortified 
settlement of Gnézdovo. Thus cult objects 
with "Thor 's hammers" are connected to a 
restricted number of sites along the waterways 
of the rivers Volchov, Velikaja, Dnepr and 
Volga. 

We shall now turn to the question of the 
relation between the iron neck-rings with 
pendants and those witheiut pendants. As al
ready noted, they have been put teigether into 
one group in the wenks of M. V. Fechner and 
I. Jansson. Scandinavian scholars do not con
sider the question. It is, therefore, necessary 
to determine whether the iron neck-rings with 
"hammers" and those without pendants really 
form a single group. If the answer is positive 
—how should the contemporary use of rings 
wilh and witheiut pendants be explained? And 
if tbc answer is negative—in what way do they 
differ? The answers tei these questions are of 
great importance for darifying the distribu
tion, the meaning, the place of manufacture 
and lime eif existence of these ornaments. 

For this reason we must defme the elements 
that characterise the iron neck-rings with 
pendants. Ihe general character of the neck-
rings is given on the basis of the intact speci
mens and the "informative" fragments from 
Eastern Europé induding Scandinavian paral
lels. 

The neck-rings are made of an iron rod with 
a square or, less often, rectangular cross-sec
tion (with small differences between the 
length of the sides) manufaclured by way of 
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120 360 km o iron neck-ring without p e n d a n t s -
järnhalsringar utan hängen 

• iron neck-ring wilh "Thor 's hammers" — ' ' ' 
järnhalsringar med " lorshamrar" 

Fig. I. Kinds of iron neck-rings in Easlern Europé. — Järnhalsringar funna i Osteuropa. (1) Staraja Ladoga, 
(2) Nikofskoe, St. Petersburg Mast ' , (3) Zaozer'e, St. Petersburg oblast', (4) Sjazniga, St. Petersburg oblast', 
(5) 11'ino, Si. Petersburg oblast', (6) Karlucha, St. Petersburg oblast', (7) Vachrusevo, St. Petersburg oblast', 
(8) Krjiukovo, St. Petersburg oblast', (9) Galicrw, St. Petersburg oblast', (10) NikoTskoe, Vologda Mast ' , 
(11) Pogostiice, Vologda Mast ' , (12) Nefed'evo, Vologda oblasl'. (IS) Dudino, Vologda Mast ' , (14) Pskov, 
(15) Novgorod, (16) Gorodisce near Novgorod, (17) Brejtovo (pustos' Plav'), Jaroslavl oblast', (18) Krivec, 
[aroslavl Mast ' , (19) Michajlovskoe, Jaroslavl Mast ' , (20) Timerévo, Jaroslavl Mast ' , (21) Sugar', Jaroslavl 
oblasl', (22) Sarskoegorodisce, jaroslavl Mast ' , (23) Zaluc't (Beretovec cemetery), Iver' oblast', (24) BoPsaja Kosa, 
Tver' oblast', (25) Suchodol, Tver' oblast'. (26) Ust'-Suchodolka, Tver' oblasl'. (27) Gufcovo, Tver' oblasl', 
(28) Slrujskoe, Tver' oblasl'. (29) /.agorV. Tver* Mast ' , (30) Vniilino, Tver' oblasl', (31) MctVkovo, Vladimir 
oblasl'. (32) Soksovo, Vladimir oblasl', (33) Ves', Vladimir oblasl', (34) Suzdal', Vladimir oblasl', (35) Sungir' 
cemelery, Vladimir Mast ' , (36) Tagan'kovo, Mosnm oblast', (37) Cerki/ovo, Moscow oblasl', (38) Besedy, 
Mose n« Mast', (39) Maksimovka, Vladimir Mast ' , (40) Gnexdovo, Smolensk oblusi', (41) Mizinovo, Smolensk 
Mast ' , (42) Supruty, Tula oblast', (43) Votnja, Mogilev oblast', (44) Sesimucu. Cernigov Mast ' , (45) Zadvir'e 
L'vov oblast', (46) Kamennoe, Sumy Mast ' . Sites with neck-rings interpreted as Scandinavian in ihis ar t ide 
are printed in italics. - Fyndplatser for halsringar tolkade som skandinaviska i denna uppsats ii markerade 
med knrsivstil. 
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forging. The rod measures 2.5-4 mm in sec-
tion and is twisted, either completely or partly 
(at three eir four places) which makes it look 
falsely twined. The twisted parts are 3.5—5 mm 
in section. According to Strönfs information 
(1984, p. 127), 6 0 - 7 5 % of the rings in the 
Scandinavian material are twisted. The outer 
diameter of the rings varies between 11 and 
16 cm and is normally 14—15 cm. This means 
that if the rings were used as neck ornaments, 
they fitted very tightly around the neck. The 
ends of the neck-rings are hooked together by 
means of a hook and a loop formed by the 
ends of the rod, or by two flat spirals formed 
by the ends of the rod and hooked onto each 
other (Fig. 2). 

The result of my comparative analysis of all 
specimens from Eastern Europé is that the 
main bulk of neck-rings femns one group, 
whether they have pendants or not. The study 
of the finds from Staraja Ladeiga, Gorodisce 
near Novgorod, the Pskov nccropolis, the Mi-
diajlovskoe and lhe Timerévo cemeteries and 
the Gnézdovo complex, has shown that the 
intact and fragmentary iron neck-rings with-
oui pendants found on these sites are identi
cal with the neck-rings with hammers which 
are on the whole restricted to these sites. One-
may, therefore, suggest that the iron neck-
rings were used both with and without pen
dants. However, in some cases—this concerns 
especially the neck-ring fragments found on 
settlements—pendants simply may not have 
been preserved or may have been löst on ac
count of unsatisfacteuy exeavation and treat
ment in the museum. The elements enumer
ated above are also found on the neck-ring 
fragments from Sarskoe gorodisce, the unfor
tified settlements at Vaulino and Ves', the 
burial mounds at Kamennoe in the oblasl' of 
Sumy, Zaluc'e in the oblast 'oiTver', 11'ino and 
Zaozer'e in the ohlast' of St. Petersburg, and 
the cities of Suzdal' and Novgorod, some of 
which are only known to us through pictures. 
The neck-ring from Novgorod is, however, in 
contrast to the others silvered (Sedova 1981, 
p. 23). 

The neck-ring from grave-mound 48 at 
Sjazniga in the St. Petersburg ohlast' has a 
diameter of 18.5 cm, and its ends are flat-

tened on a 3-4 cm long part making them 1.4 
cm wide and 2 mm thick. The neck-ring is 
föur-sided in cross-section and varies in thick
ness from 6 mm al the middle to 4 mm near 
the ends, and the rod is emly slightly twisted 
around its own axis, not forming false twin-
ing. This neck-ring does not, therefore, be
long to the group studied here. 

The neck-ring from the find-concentration 
6.2 at Karlucha in the ohlast' oi'St. Petersburg 
is, according tei the photeigraph published by 
V. I. Ravdonikas (1934, pl. X: 5), made of a 
round iron wire which is not twisted, 6—7 mm 
in cross-section al lhe middle and tapering 
towards the ends. The diameter is c. 18 cm. 
According to all parameters, it beleings lo M. 
V. Fechner's group of wire neck-rings (Fech
ner 1967, p. 68). The neck-ring from Zao-
zer'e-I is also made of a round wire but it is 
twisted and has a diameter of 14.5 cm. The 
neck-rings from grave-mound 7 at Nikofskoe, 
St. Petersburg oblasl', were 17-19 cm in dia
meter and were made of a rectangular, un-
twisted wire tapering at the ends which, in twei 
cases, form a loop. In his report about the 
find concentrations Karlucha 7 "A" and 7 
" B " , V. I. Ravdonikas (1934, p. 31) writes 
about finds of iron neck-rings made of a föur-
sided wire. Unfortunatdy, these finds have 
remained unaccessible to us. A portion of the 
iron neck-rings from the grave-mounds in the 
south-east Ladoga region can therefore not 
be assigned to the same group as the neck-
rings with "Thor 's hammers". 

The fragment eif a neck-ring from a grave-
mound at Cerkizovo in the oblasl' of Moscow 
(now within the city of Moscow) is heavily 
corroded but the main features of this orna
ment can, neme the less, be established. A thin 
silver wire, at some places plaited (a two-centi-
meter fragment is preserved), is wound 
around the four-sided rod which is c. 4 .5X4 
mm in section. A neck-ring from grave-
mound 43 in the cemetery of Zaluc'e consists 
of an iron wire with a bronze wire wound 
around it. Faint I races of a bronze wire can 
also be observed em one of the fragments of 
the neck-ring from grave-mound 54 in the 
Timerévo cemetery. The iron neck-rings from 
the Maksimovka cemetery have been 
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Fig. 2. Forms of clasps on the iron neck-rings. Drawings based on finds from Gnézdovo. - Låsens former på 
järnhalsringarna. Teckningarna är baserade på fynd från Gnézdovo. 
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equipped with various large bronze pendants 
(Afbom 1941, p. 103). We have here a partial 
confirmaton of V. I. Sizov's hypothesis (1902, 
pp. 49 f.) that the iron neck-rings were cov
ered with or served as a core for more intri-
cate ornaments of embroidery. It still remains 
undea r whether these neck-rings were local 
eastern European ornaments or had come 
from Seandinavia and been additionally 
equipped with silver eir bronze wire by their 
new owners. 

The manufacturing technique for the neck-
ring from burial mound 6 at Krivec, oblast' of 
Jaroslavl, is of special interest and also differs 
from the norm that we have established for 
the neck-rings. In this case a thin iron wire 
had been tightly weiund around a four-sided 
or round iron rod, 4 mm in section, which 
makes the ring 6-8 mm thick where it is cov
ered by the winding. The construction is easily 
seen at the break. 

The neck-rings from the burial mounds at 
Tagan'kovo and Besedy in the oblast' of Mos
cow, and at Dudino in the oblast' of Vologda, 
now consist of poorly preserved fragments. 
They are c. 18 cm in diameter and 7-8 mm in 
section. Because of corrosion, it cannot be 
observed whether the rings have been angular 
in section or twisted. It seems to me that these 
rings are also normal wire neck-rings accord
ing to M. V. Fechner's dassification (1967, p. 
70). 

The result of my comparative study of the 
iron neck-rings is that c. 40 specimens have 
been shown to belong to the normal group of 
thick-wire iron neck-rings of Eastern Europé, 
differing from the Scandinavian prototype ac
cording to a number of characteristics (larger 
outer diameter and section, use of a round or 
rectangular wire, flattened ends, lack of twist-
ing, additional embellishment of the rod with 
an iron or bronze wire). It is possible that the 
number of such neck-rings will increase in the 
future through studies of rings that we at 
present have insufficient information about. 
It is interesting to note that the neck-rings 
that differ from the Scandinavian neck-rings 
come from the Moscow region and from some 
grave mounds in the south-east Ladoga region 
and were found with western European coins 

and Late Slavonic jewellery of the 11 th—12th 
centuries. 

This means that 36 intact eir fragmentary 
neck-rings with "hammers" and other pen
dants, and 50 intact or fragmentary iron neck-
rings that are similar to the former rings in all 
features except that they lack pendants, have 
been assigned to the Scandinavian group. 
These specimens originate from a total of 22 
sites. 

In spite of all the common features men
tioned above, there are considcrable differ
ences between these neck-rings. The vari
ations concern the outer diameter of the ring, 
the thickness of the rod, the four-sided or 
round cross-section of the rod, the degree of 
twisting (complete or partial twisting) of the 
rod, the two types of clasp, the presence or 
absence of pendants, the number, composi
tion and type of pendants, and the method eif 
suspending the pendants. All these features 
are not of equal impeirtance. The diameter of 
the ring and the thickness of the wire vary 
within known limits and concentrate around 
the mean value (14-15 cm and 4 mm respec
tivdy). It is not always possible to decide 
whether the wire is completely or partially 
twisted, but ameing the intact specimens twist
ing at 3—4 places is predominant. The round 
rod used for making the two neck-rings from 
the burial mounds of Zaozer'e and Gnézdovo 
is probably an exception. We therefore in
clude the use of four-sided wires in the defini
tion of the neck-ring. It is more difficult to 
treat the shape of the ends, i.e. the construc
tion of the clasp. This is the main distinctive 
feature used in Ström's dassification. The ma
jority of the specimens are preserved in a 
fragmentary state or with one or both ends 
broken off and it seems, therefore, to be of 
little value to use this feature in the dassifica
tion. It is also significant that calculations 
based on the specimens in which this feature 
can be seen gave an equal number of both 
types of clasp (15 each), and at one and the 
same site and even in one and the same grave-
mound at Gnézdovo there are clasps formed 
by a loop and a hook as well as by two flat 
spirals. 

A study of the composition of pendants, 
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their number and relation to each other is 
complicated by the poor preservation of iron 
objects. One may, however, also presume that 
their composition is somewhat irregular de-
pending on the craftsman or the individual 
wishes of the person who commissioned the 
ring. The neck-rings are usually equipped 
with 1-5 (usually 3) "hammers" and 1-2 small 
rings. In the Scandinavian material the num
ber of pendants on a neck-ring varies from 
one to 15 (Ström 1973. p. 108). Pendants of 
different sorts are either mixed, or a small 
ring is hanging on eine side of the "hammers" 
(Fig. 3:3). There are cases in which only ham
mers eir only small rings have been applied 
(Pskov, Zaluc'e), but the latter differ markedly 
from lhe Birka pendants (Arbman 1940, pl. 
106:2, 107:6, 108). Spirals of iron wire, 
loosely wound around the neck-ring and 
forming between a few tums (Michajlovskoe) 
and 17 tums (Gnézdovo), are known from 
four neck-rings in Eastern Europé, iwo of 
which are also equipped with "hammer" 
pendants (Fig. 3: 4). Thus neck-rings with a 
spiral constitute 1 1 % eif the total number of 
Thor 's hammer neck-rings there, as compared 
with 15% in Seandinavia (Ström 1984, p. 
129). 

As a starting-point for our dassification we 
have taken the method of suspending the 
pendants (both the small rings and the "ham
mers") from the neck-ring: 

A. Direct suspension, Tlie "hammers" and 
the small rings are attached to the neck-ring 
without an intermediate link (Fig. 3: 1). This is 
the most widespread method represented 
among the finds from Gorodisce near Novgo
rod, from the nccropolis of Pskov and the 
cemeteries of Michajlovskoe and Timerévo, 
and from the majority of the Gnézdovo 
mounds. There is a large number of Scandina
vian parallels (e.g. Arbman 1940, pl. 105: 1-3, 
106:4, 107: 1; Arwidsson 1942, pl. 36). 

B. Susjmisicm with a small ring as an interme
diate link. Each hammer is attached to a sepa
rate small ring which is hui igon tbc- iice k-ring. 
These small rings have a diameter of 1—2.5 
c in, and lhe ends of the iron wire are either 
twisted around each other or turned back to 
form books (Fig. 3: 2). This means of suspen

sion is found on three specimens from the 
Gnézdovo cemetery and on a badly corroded 
neck-ring from burial mound No. 65 at Mi
chajlovskoe. Beside this variant, there is also 
known in Seandinavia a single ring-link for 
several pendants (Arbman 1940, pl. 107:5, 
106:1 , c/: pl. 108 :1 -2 ,4 -5 ) , and this means of 
suspension bas been noted on a broken neck-
ring from the gorodisce of Gnézdovo. It re
flects perhaps the other way of carrying the 
"hammers" , i.e. on a separate small ring (cf. 
the amulet sets). 

C. Suspension with a staple a.s an intermediale 
link. The "hammers" and small rings häng 
from a staple of iron wire which is attached to 
tbc neck-ring with leiops formed by its ends. 
The ends are either weiund around the wire 
forming lhe staple, or a few tums around the 
neck-ring (Fig. 3:3). The pendants of five 
neck-rings from Gnézdovo were fastened in 
this way. This method is also seen in a drawing 
of a neck-ring fragment from the Vladimir 
mounds excavated by A. S. Uvarov (Spicyn 
1905, fig. 40); its find location cannot, 
however, be specified more closely. Parallels 
are known in Sweden and on the Ålands is
lands (Ström 1984, p. 128; Aspelin 1878, Nr 
1699). 

It should be underlined that the pendants 
were usually attached lo one neck-ring in only 
one of the ways mentioned abeive. There are-, 
however, two cases in which metheids A and B 
had been used together: on a neck-ring frag
ment from a burial mound at Gnézdovo (Fig. 
3: 2), where it may be the result of an inecir-
icci "restorat ion" in the museum, and on a 
damaged neck-ring from the gorodisce of 
Gnézdovo. 

The next step in our dassification is a divi
sion of the pendants into subgroups. The 
small rings have come to us in a badly cor
roded state, which makes it difficult not onlv 
to study their form but also to calculate their 
number. They are normally smooth or twisted 
(fålsely twined) with the ends meeting each 
olher, and the wire is of ilu- same thickness or 
slightly thinner tban ihe neck-ring itself (Fig. 
3 :2-3) . The rings em the often published 
neck-ring from a Gnézdovo burial mound (Si
zov 1902, pl. IV: 13) resemble thin plates (Fig. 
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Fig. 3. Combination and arrangement of ilu- various pendants on neck-rings Methods of aiiaching ihe-
pendants lo lhe neck-ring. Drawings based on linds Ironi Gné/clovo, - Kombinationer och arrangemang 
samt metoder fcir fastsätlning av olika hängen på jårnhalsringarna. Teckningarna iir baserade pä fynd frän 
Gnézdovo. 
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3:1). It seems to me to be useless to divide the 
ring pendants into subgroups. 

The "Thor 's hammer" pendants are more 
diverse in shape. They are normally flat: their 
thickness does not change from the "hammer-
head" to the "handle" , and is usually 1.5—3 
mm. There is, however, among the Gnézdovo 
finds a number of specimens on which the 
lower hammer-shaped part is markedly 
thicker than the "handle" which makes them 
more similar to real hammers. 

In the dassification table Fig. 4 lhe ham
mers are divided along the horizontal axis into 
three groups according to their method of 
attachment to the neck-ring, intermediary 
small ring or staple, i.e. according to the 
shape of the "handle": 

I. Hook-shaped. The end forming the "han
dle" is bent into a hook; the length eif the bent 
part forms between 1/4 and 1/2 of the total 
length of the pendant. 

II. Loop-shaped. The "handle" of the "ham
mer" tapers off upwards and forms a loop, 
and its end is twisted around the "handle"; 
the length of the loop forms between 1/4 and 
1/2 of the total length. 

III. U-shaped. The rod forming the pendant 
thins off from both ends and is bent at the 
middle, thus forming a "double" (or two-
sided) pendant. Such "hammers" are feiund 
on two neck-rings from Gnézdovo. The fas-
tening method is, perhaps, also shown in a 
drawing published by Spicyn (1905, fig. 
40 = our Fig. 4, type III: 2). 

The first metheid of fastening was apparent
ly the simplest and most widdy used. It is 
represented on all sites which have yielded 
neck-rings with "hammers" . The second 
method has in our investigation area only 
been noted at Gnézdovo (5 neck-rings). It is 
remarkable that on a number of occasions 
there were pendants fastened with different 
methods onto one and the same neck-ring. In 
the Scandinavian material all three types of 
fastening are represented but the first type is 
dominant. 

Along the vertieal axis of the dassification 
table Fig. 4 the "hammers" are divided ac
cording to their form: 

1. Rectangular (type B according to Ström 

1984, p. 128). The hammer may have a 
straight or a somewhat convex lower side. The 
length ratiei between the sides is 1 :2 or 1 : 3 . 
These are the pendants most similar to ham
mers with bandles. 

2. Rhomhoid (Type C? according to Ström): 
Shapes with diagonals of equal length occur as 
well as shapes with longer horizontal diagonal. 
There are also cases in which the lateral cor-
ners of the rhomb are cut off, making the 
"hammer" five- or six-sided. 

3. Trapezoidal (types D and F? according to 
Ström). The form of the pendant has little 
resemblance to a hammer. The "hammers" 
are made with little care, the lower end simply 
widening into an unidentifiable shape. The 
lower side is comparativdy short, usually 
three or four times shorter than the length of 
the pendant. 

4. Triangulär (Type A according to Ström). 
There is only one example of such a form, 
from Gorodisce near Novgorod, but this 
pendant differs markedly in shape from the 
types defined above. It has a very long lower 
side (the ratio to the total length is 3 : 2) and 
almost no "handle" at all. 

As far as the use of the different forms of 
"hammers" is concemed, our survey of the 
material has shown that all the three first 
forms have a very wide distribution, with a 
certain dominante for the rectangular form. 
It is apparent that the Birka finds alsei include 
the rectangular form. The dominant form 
there, however, is the trapezoidal-amorphous 
(type F according to Ström) and pendants of 
distinctly rhomboid form are lacking (Arbman 
1940, pl. 103-108; Ström 1984, p. 129). It is 
possible that this is connected with leical pro-
duetiem or with peculiarities of different 
craftsmen. It should be pointed out that 
Ström's type E (L-shaped) is not represented 
in Eastern Europé and that types A and C 
differ somewhat in their shape and propor
tions (Ström 1984, fig. 15: le). 

The question of the relative chronology of 
the "hammer" forms, the method of fastening 
the "hammers" and the method of attaching 
the pendants to the neck-ring remains, unfor
tunatdy, unsolved on account of the very 
wide dates given by the find associations. We 
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Fig. 4. Classificalion of the 
"Thor's hammers". — 
"Torshamrarnas" klassifi
cering. 

Methods of fastening hammers 

I I I I I I 
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can only say that the sub-rectangular form 
appears earlier, and also that the trapezoidal 
shape, and especially the most carelessly 
shaped specimens are probably connected 
with a degeneration or an ignorance of the 
significance of these amulets eir a change in 
their meaning. 

It should also be pointed out that all minia
ture "hammer" pendants used separately in 
sets of amulets or fastened to objects of other 
kinds fall into the dassification given above. 

Two similar iron artefacts were found, one 
in a household pit on the Gorodisce near Nov

gorod and the other in grave mound No. 138 
at Sestovica (Fig. 5:1—2): iron rings with a 
diameter of 5.5—6 cm made of a wire twisted 
in three places. The clasp consists of two loops 
on one of the rings and a loop and hook on 
the other (the end of the hook is, perhaps, 
broken off). On one ring hängs a rhomboid 
and on the other ring a trapezoidal "ham
mer". D. I. Blifefd (1977, p. 108) interpreted 
this object as part of an iron neck-ring, E. N. 
Nosov as an arm-ring (Koneckij & Nosov 
1985, p. 60). These two objects may testify 
that neck-rings were not always worn around 
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Fig. 5. (1)—(2) Miniature neck-ring amulets of iron: 1 Gorodisce near Novgorod; 2 Sestovica. (3) Penannular 
brooch of bronze with a "hammer". Gnézdovo. - (l)-(2) Amuletter i form av minialyrhalsringar av järn: 1 
Gorodisce nära Novgorod; 2 Sestovica. (3) Ringspänne av brons med "hammare", Gnézdovo. 

the neck and were in this case manufaclured 
on a small scale exclusivdy for ritual pur-
poses. A damaged iron amulet from the cul
tural layer of Novgorod, resembling a twisted 
neck-ring reduced to a quarter of the normal 
size and with one strike-a-lighl and four 
"Thor'8 hammers" fastened to it (Gajdukov 
1988, p. 61), is a paralld of its own to these 
objects. 

An interesting and unusual find is a small 
penannular brooch, c. 2 cm in diameter, made 
of a round bronze wire, on the hoop of which 
is a miniature bronze "hammer" (Fig. 5: 3). 
This brooch from the gorodisce of Gnézdovo 
belongs to the most widespread group of east
ern European penannular brooches with spi
ral ends and a round cross-section (Mafin 
1967, p. 152). Similar brooches have also 
been found in the Birka graves. The Gnéz
dovo specimen is, however, for the time being 
unique with its "hammer" pendant. 

In the cultural layers of the unfortified 
settlements (Gnézdovo, Staraja Ladoga, Ni-
kofskoe V) single "Thor 's hammer" pendants 

have been found which may have been at
tached to neck-rings, used as separate amulets 
or beleinging to sets that have not been pre
served. 

We shall now turn to the question of how 
the iron neck-rings were used. As noted, the 
majenity of these neck-omaments have been 
feiund in graves: 61 specimens from 14 sites 
have been noted in the course of my work. 
Such an apparent deiminance of grave finds 
underlines the dose relation with the burial 
rite. 

Neck-rings of Scandinavian type (with and 
witheiut pendants) have been found in 39 cre
mation burials and in six inhumation burials 
in Eastern Europé. (The burial rite is un
known in five grave mounds, and 5 specimens 
from Pskov have been found in a redeposited 
layer.) Iron neck-rings were included in the 
grave-goods of inhumations in mounds al 
Gnézdovo, Timerévo, Vachrusevo, 11'ino, 
Zaozer'e and the city of Suzdal'. Of six bur
ials, five were female and one (Timerévo, 
Fechner 1967, p. 63) male. In the pre-revolu-
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tionary period two more grave-mounds were 
excavated in Gnézdovo, which probably con
tained inhumations with iron neck-rings (one 
double grave and one male grave; Bulkin 
1982, p. 140f ; Kletnova 1916, p. 39). The 
information about these graves is, however, 
not sufficient enough to include them in my 
study. In the burial pit of grave-mound C-
241/11 in Gnézdovo the dead woman had 
been buried in sitting position and a neck-ring 
with "Thor 's hammers" was found on the 
bones of the chest. In the other inhumations 
the neck-rings (normally without pendants) 
lay at the necks eif the dead (Kockurkina 1989, 
pp. 56, 180, 194; Saburova & Sedova 1984, 
pp. 115-117). Finds of neck-rings are ex
tremely rare in inhumation graves on the 
Scandinavian peninsula and constitute in all 
5%, and somewhat more in the Birka nccro
polis (Ström 1984, p. 130). All this suggests 
that the connection between this greiup of 
objects and the inhumation rite is slight. It 
can, none the less, be noted that neck-rings 
normally occur in female graves. The position 
of the rings at the neck of the dead is evidence 
of their being used as neck-ornaments in real 
life a.s well as in the after-life. 

The cremations connected with neck-rings 
were extremely variable: cremation at the site 
of the grave-mound (30 times), cremation at 
another place than that eif the grave-mound (4 
times), deposition of the cremated bones in an 
urn, in the cremation layer and in a special pit 
(2), cremation in a boat (2) or with part of a 
boat (4), stones encirding the crematiem layer 
(1). Among these graves 15 are female, nine 
male, six cleiuble graves, and two graves con-
lainc-d one man and twei women, one grave a 
man with a child, and one grave a child (girl). 
For the remaining mounds, the sex of the 
buried individuals could not be established 
since the inventory of these graves normally 
only consisted of the neck-rings; it may, how
ever, be suggested that they belonged to men. 

An iron neck-ring lying on the shoulders of 
the burial urn or fragments of such a ring 
lying around and inside the urn have been 
noted in 13 grave-mounds at Gnézdovo (in 
one of these cases a neck-ring with "ham
mers" was placed under an u m turned up-

side-down). This rite, which is characteristic 
for Scandinavians, forms 5 4 % of the Gnéz
dovo cremations with neck-rings, which is 
similar to Strönfs results for the Scandinavian 
material (53%, Ström 1984, p. 132). The rite 
has not been recorded at other Old Russian 
sites. 

In 15 cases a neck-ring, eir parts of one, 
has been found in the cremation layer of 
the mound (Gnézdovo, Timerévo, Michajlov
skoe), mainly on a heap of burnt bones. Twice 
(Gnézdovo, Timerévo) the iron neck-ring lay 
on burnt bones placed in a special pit (the 
cremation performed at another place than 
that of the mound). Three Gnézdovo mounds 
yielded two neck-rings each (with and without 
"hammers"). In mound L-33 a man and a 
weiman were burned and one neck-ring was 
placed on the shoulder of the urn and frag
ments of another in the cremation layer. A 
similar ritual has also been noticed in Scandi
navian burials (Ström 1984, p. 132). In grave-
mound Serg-14 (58) both neck-rings were 
found in the fill of the mound, and in Serg-18 
(86) they were found in a fragmentary state in 
the cremation layer. Two female cremation 
burials, each of which contained a neck-ring, 
have been observed in mound Nr 7 at Karlu
cha, where the neck-rings were placed in the 
cremation layer together with other grave-
goods. 

Our survey shows that the iron neck-rings 
of "Scandinavian type" are mainly distributed 
in cremation graves—single burials (male and 
female) and double burials (with man and 
woman, adult and child). A ritt- of placing the 
neck-ring on the shoulder of the burial urn 
can be discerned—a rite symbolising the new 
dwelling of the dead person "'risen' from the 
ashes" (Pertruchin 1975, p. 8), with the neck-
ring in its original place as a neck-ornament. 
It is remarkable that the diameter of the neck 
of the vessel is .sometimes larger than thal of 
the ring. In these cases the ring was depeisited 
inside the pot em top of the cremated beines. 
This indicates that the neck-rings were noi 
made specially for the funeral. The use of the 
neck-rings in daily life is confnmed by finds of 
intact specimens and fragments from settle
ments. 
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No less often are the neck-rings found in 
the cremation layer on a heap of cremated 
beines. These rings are less well preserved 
than the rings found on the urns (the latter 
often show no traces of having been in the 
pyre). Finds of neck-rings with "Thor 's ham
mers" in burials with a boat, or part of a boat, 
the presence of stone structures in the mound 
as well as varieius objects of northern origin, 
induding pagan amulets, confirm the Scandi
navian origin of the buried individuals. 

The small "hammers" , rings and spirals 
(signifying lightning?) in the graves had im
portance as a form of defence for the dead 
person. They are even looked upon as symbols 
of immortality confirming Their's connection 
with life after death (a crossing with the cult of 
Odin; Davidson 1967, pp. 135, 138). 

The iron neck-rings with "Thor 's hammers" 
fulfilled functions as amulets in the life of 
their owners. It is true that we dei not possess 
enough information about the questiem of 
whether they were worn regularly or only 
served as sacral objects. The finds of frag
ments of neck-rings from settlenienis and the 
suggested local manufacture of some speci
mens may speak in favour of the firsl possibil
ity, and the miniature neck-ring amulets in 
favour of the second. 

A survey of the relative and absolute chro
nology of the finds with iron neck-rings is of 
great importance for a many-sided study of 
this type of ornament. The dating has been 
one the most controversial questions in the 
archaeological literature concerning these ar
tefacts. 

The earliest finds of inlät I or fragmentary 
neck-rings come from two settlements em the 
river Volchov (Staraja Ladoga and Gorodisce 
near Novgorod). Thus, a fragment of a neck-
ring and an iron "hammer"-pendant from 
Staraja Ladoga found in the horizons E:i and 
Ej can, from the stratigraphit al context, be 
dated to the Sth and the first half of the 9th 
century respectivdy (Davidan 1971, p. 137; 
Korzucnina 1971, pp. 125-127). Two speci-
me-iis from Gorodisce near Novgorod belong 
to the second half and last quarter of the 9tb 
century, according to information kindly giv
en by E. N. Nosov (one date according to 

dendrochronology and the either ate ending to 
the find association). It is important to note-
thal on both these sites neck-rings also occur 
in the lOth-century layers. 

The neck-rings from the other sites are very 
uniformly dated to the lOth and beginning of 
the l l t h century, wherever it is possible to 
produce a date. It is a general phenomenon 
on these sites that 9th-centuiy finds are lack
ing and that mounds datable to the firsl hall 
eif the 1 Oth century are few. Thus M. V. Fech
ner assigns the mounds No. 52 and 54 in the 
Timerévo cemetery to the beginning of the 
lOth century. I. V. Dubov (1982, pp. 51-53) 
dates all three mounds with iron neck-rings at 
the village of Michajlovskoe tei the first hall eif 
the 1 Oth century, but the leader of the excava
tions, N. G. Nedosivina, maintains a laler 
date, to the end of the lOth century (Jareislav-
skoe Povolz'c, p. 30). A wider date, lo the 
1 Oth century, is probably preferable in this 
case. At Gnézdovo the find associations from 
the mounds Kusc-15, L-13, L-47 and C-105 
belong io ihe first half of the 1 Oth century, as 
well as a fragment from the Central gorodisce 
and some specimens from the unfortified 
settlement. Eight mounds with neck-rings can 
be dated tei the seceind half of tbc lOth cen
tury, and lhe remaining mounds to lhe middle 
or second half of the 1 Oth century. i h e linds 
from the Timerévo settlement fall within the 
limits of the 1 Oth centuiy (Dubov 1982, p. 
171). In the city of Novgorod a fragment of a 
neck-ring was found in the strata of lhe sec
ond half of tbc 1 Oth centuiy (Sedova 1981, p. 
23). A date to the 1 Oth century/beginning of 
the l l t h century can also be given tei the 
mounds al Karlucha (Kockurkina 1973, p. 
93), Vadirusevo and Galicno (Kockurkina 
1989, pp. 58, 182), Sestovica (Blifefd 1977, p. 
228), the mounds No. 375 (?) and 474 at 
Timerévo, the unfortified settlement at Vau-
liuo (Fechner 1965), Sarskoc gorodisce 
(Leont'ev 1975) and the cultural layer on the 
Pskov nccropolis (Labutina 1987, p. 5). The 
lat est mounds with twisted irein neck-rings are-
ihe- grave mounds at i r ino and Zaozer'e 
(Koc"kurkina 1989, pp. 56, 195) and in the city 
of Suzdal' (Saburova & Sedova 1984, pp. 
115-117), dated to the 1 Ith century. 
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This m e a n s tha t t h e first s ingle s p e c i m e n s o f 

t he d iscussed g r o u p o f a r te fac t s a p p e a r in t h e 

n o r t h e r n r eg ion o f E a s t e r n E u r o p é a l ready in 

t h e 8 t h - 9 t h c e n t u r i e s . T h e y a r e , howeve r , 

only f o u n d o n s e t t l e m e n t s c h a r a c t e r i s e d by 

ear ly c o n t a c t s wi th Scand inav ians . T h e major 

ity o f t h e neck- r ings f rom s e t t l e m e n t s a.s well 

as bur ia l s can b e ass igned to t he lO th a n d t h e 

b e g i n n i n g o f t he l l t h c e n t u i y wi th a p r e d o m i -

n a n c e of finds f rom t h e s e c o n d half o f t h e 

1 Oth c e n t u i y . T h u s , whi le n o t i n g t he r a t h e r 

wide ch rono log i ca l l imits o f t h e ex i s t ence o f 

t he i r on neck- r ings wi th " h a m m e r s " a n d simi

lar p e n d a n t s (S th—l l th cen tu r i e s ) , it s hou ld 

b e a d m i t t e d tha t t he i r ma in p e r i o d in R u s ' is 

t he 1 Oth a n d t h e b e g i n n i n g o f t h e 1 I t h cen

tury . This d a t e c o m e s , o n t he who le , c lose to 

t h a t r e a c h e d by K. S t r ö m (1984 , p . 135) for 

t he n o r t h e r n E u r o p e a n mate r i a l , bu t it differs 

t h r o u g h t h e p r e s e n c e of f inds f rom t h e 1 I t h 

c e n t u i y a n d the shift in p r e d o m i n a n c e f rom 

t h e e n d o f t he 9 t h / b e g i n n i n g o f t he lOth cen 

tu ry t o t h e m i d d l e / s e c o n d half of t he 1 Oth 

c e n t u i y . 

I r o n neck- r ings a r e p a g a n a m u l e t s a n d 

c o u l d n o t serve as c o m m o d i t i e s o f i n t e r n a 

t ional t r a d e (Puskina 1972) . T h e y c o n s e q u e n t 

ly r e a c h e d E a s t e r n E u r o p é wi th w o r s h i p p e r s 

o f t h e t ull o r w e r e m a d e for t h e m t h e r e . 

Graves o f w o m e n a n d ch i l d r en wi th sacral 

ob jec t s as well as finds o f such ob jec t s o n 

s e t t l e m e n t s speak in favour o f t he idea tha t a 

n u m b e r o f Scand inav ian families lived in R u s ' . 

W e may also c o n d u d e tha t t h e w o m e n b u r i e d 

with va r ious n o r t h e r n E u r o p e a n p a g a n a m u 

lets , especially Their ' s neck- r ings , w e r e Scandi 

navians , no t local c o n c u b i n e s d r e s s e d a c c o r d 

ing to Scand inav ian t r ad i t i on a n d to t h e tas te 

o f t he i r mas t e r s . It mus t n e v e r t h d e s s b e 

s t ressed tha t s ingle finds o f cul t ob jec t s with 

n o c o n n e c t i o n to bur ia l r i te a n d bur ia l g o o d s 

c a n n o t b e u s e d as i nd i spu t ab l e e t h n i c indica

t o r s . 

Translated by Ingmar Jansson 
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Sammanfattning 

Halsringar av jä rn med »torshamrar» och and
ra amuletthängen eller ibland utan hängen — 
på svenska kallade »teirshammarringar» - är 
kända främst från östra Mellansverige och 
Åland samt från de inre delarna av Östeuropa 
(Ryssland och Ukraina), huvudsakligen inom 
de områden som under vikingatiden blev 
kända under namnet Rus'. Uppsatsen ger en 
kritisk översikt över den sovjetiska litteraturen 
om dessa ringar samt en detaljerad analys av 
det östeuropeiska fyndmaterialet och en 
jämförelse med de skandinaviska ringarna. 
Resultatet av analysen är att ca 40 järnhals
ringar utan hängen funna i 1000- och 1100-
talsgravar i sydöstra Ladoga-trakten och 
Moskva-trakten tillhör en östeuropeisk form 
av halsringar, medan övriga är av skandinavisk 
typ: 36 hela eller fragmentariska ringar med 
»torshamrar» och andra hängen och 50 hela 

eller fragmentariska ringar utan hängen, 
fördelade på sammanlagt 22 fyndplatser. 

Vissa smärre skillnader kan noteras i 
hängenas detaljutformning och upphängning 
på ringarna samt i ringarnas låsformer i 
Östeuropa och Skandinavien. Huvuddelen av 
ringarna kommer från gravar (främst brand
gravar och både mans-, kvinno- och barngra
var), men flera boplatsfynd är också kända. 
Tidlastningen har diskuterats flitigt i den sov
jetiska litteraturen. De äldsta fynden kan da
teras till 800- och 900-talen och kommer från 
boplatslagren i Staraja Ladoga och på Goro
disce utanför Novgorod, således två platser i 
nordvästra Rus' kännetecknade av tidiga 
förbindelser med Skandinavien. Huvudparten 
av fynden tillhör 900-talet och 1000-talets 
början, framför allt 900-talets senare hälft. De 
yngsta fynden kan hänföras till 1000-talet. 
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Ten shammarringar är hedniska amuletter och då särskilt med Tors ringar måste ha varit 
som inte kan ha spritts genom handel. De skandinaver, inte infödda frillor klädda enligt 
måste ha kommit till Östeuropa med an- nordisk sed och enligt deras herrars smak. Det 
hängare av kulten eller gjorts för dem där. skall emellertid betonas att enstaka fynd av 
Kvinnogravar och barngravar med dessa sak- kultföremål utan samband med gravrit och 
rala föremål talar liksom boplatsfynden fiir att gravgods inte kan användas som otvetydiga 
ett antal skandinaviska familjer bott i Rus'. De etniska indikatorer, 
kvinnor som gravlagts med sådana amuletter 
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